Abstract This study aims to research the Kisho Kurokawa's architectural concepts, that are comprised of complex theories system, for globalization of Korea. Kurokawa's architectural concepts are composed by Metabolism, Metamorphosis and Symbiosis. And intermediate zone, ambiguity, multivalence are theories that work as media in changing process levels to three main concepts and these are used as media of Metamorphosis which embody Symbiosis. Metabolism include concepts of Metamorphosis and Symbiosis. Symbiosis is comprise of concepts of Metabolism and Metamorphosis, and is a ultimate goal of these three main concepts. Metamorphosis works as a medium in changing process levels from Metabolism to Symbiosis.
Metamorphosis is a kind of media between metabolism & symbiosis in levels of changing process.
Kurokawa said that symbiosis is comprised of the concepts of metabolism & metamorphosis.
Contents
The concept of metabolism sought to transcend the Western opposition between man and technology, and began from the assumption that man and machine could live in symbiosis.
The intermediate zone, multivalence, ambivalence, ambiguity, which are representative theories of media, are possible to make a metamorphosis.
The symbiosis is a basic concept of metabolism. The goal of symbiosis is a symbiosis between time and space, and this is very closely to philosophy of Mahāyāna Buddhism.
Architectural Expression
Helix & Tetra structure, Nervous system, Prototype, Image of machine, Capsule
The architectural forms of abstraction that Kurokawa has used frequently are square, rectangle, cube, triangle, pyramid, circle, cone, sphere & oval. 
